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We present an analysis of the neutrino event sample recorded in the Fréjus ex-
periment. Thia sample which corresponds to the 1.56 kt.y final sensitivity of the
experiment is compared to the prédictions of a Monte Carlo neutrino simulation
program. It is based on a recent calculation of the atmospheric neutrino flux at
the Fréjus latitude which takes into account muon polarization effects. The com-
parison is performed on the distributions of the visible energy, the zenith angle
and the neutrino flavor. Good agreement is obtained between the data and the
simulation within statistics.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, considerable work has been devoted to neutrino interactions recorded
deep underground by nucléon decay detectors. A good understanding of atmospheric neu-
trino interactions was needed in order to improve confidence in nucléon decay background
studies. Results on atmospheric neutrinos have been previously published or reported by
the I.M.B. [1], Kamioka [2], NUSEX [3] and Fréjus [4] experiments.

The study presented here is restricted to neutrino interactions occurring in the fiducial
volume of our apparatus. In the analysis contained and non-contained neutrino events
are included. The data, recorded between February 19,1984 and September 13,1988, are
compared to a detailed simulation of atmospheric neutrino interactions.

1. THE DETECTOR

The detector is installed in the "Laboratoire souterrain de Modane, France", located
in the middle of the Fréjus highway tunnel connecting France and Italy. The geographical
coordinates of the laboratory are 45.1° North and 6.7° East. The rock cover averages
1780 m for cosmic ray muons reaching the detector.

The 912 ton detector measures 6m x 6m x 12.3m and has an average density of
1.95 g/cm . It consists of 912 flash chamber planes and 113 Geiger tube planes. A flash
chamber plane is made of a sandwich of 3 mm thick iron plates and 5 mm thick plane
of plastic flash tubes. The trigger is provided by planes of Geiger tubes 15mm x 15mm
in cross-section. The detector which consists of 6 metre long tubes, flash and Geiger,
alternately vertical and horizontal, gives two orthogonal views for each event. The average
radiation length is 7 cm and the collision length is 42 cm. More details about the apparatus
can be found in reference [5].

Triggering the detector requires grouped hits in a small volume typical for nucléon
decay events. The trigger condition is fulfilled when at least 5 hits are present in a set
of 2 to 5 adjacent Geiger planes, the contribution of a plane being limited to 3 hits. The
average trigger rate is 45 per hour ; half of it is induced by cosmic muons and the rest by
local radioactivity and electronic noise. The neutrino event rate is about one per week.

2. EVENT SELECTION AND MEASUREMENT

The selection of events starts during data taking when the physicist on shift scans all
events and classifies them according to crude scanning criteria. Subsequently, rescanning
is carried out for all events with the help of a pattern recognition program. The combined
efficiency of these scans is about 98%.



A fiducial cut is applied to the selected events by requiring that the interaction vertex
be located more than 50 cm away from the detector surface. This cut reduces the fiducial
mass to 554 tons, leading to a sensitivity of 1.56 kiloton-years (kt.y).

The selected events are measured on a graphic terminal by an operator who associates
lût s with tracks and showers in both vertical and horizontal projections. Due to the fine
grain of the detector, matching both views is not a problem for most of the tracks. A track
is defined as contained if the extrapolation from the last observed hit up to the detector
edges crosses more than 7 unlit tubes in at least two planes. A shower is contained if
all the hits in the shower are situated at least 5 cm from the detector edges. An event
is defined as contained if all its tracks or showers are contained. Both contained and
non-contained events are considered in this analysis but non-contained events with one
track are rejected to avoid the background of entering stopping muons produced by cosmic
rays or by neutrino interactions in the surrounding rock. With this cut, the probability
for a charged current v^ interaction to remain in the sample is found to be 89% while
the charged current ut and neutral current interactions are unaffected. We selected and
measured a total of 188 events in the fiducial volume.

AU events are examined by visual inspection for a possible lepton at the vertex and
are classified as charged current U11Iu11 (CC t̂) or !>«/£« (CCe) or neutral current (NC) in-
teractions according to the following criteria : if an electromagnetic shower with an energy
above 200 MeV is linked to the vertex (less than 2 hits missing between the conversion
point and the vertex), the event is classified as CCe. If the longest track stops or leaves the
detector without any visible interaction and if its momentum is higher than 200 MeV/c
the event is classified as CC/£. In case of ambiguity the muon hypothesis is chosen only
if the range of the track is larger than 150 cm (p > 600 MeV/c). This corresponds to 3
interaction lengths. In the other cases (the longest track has a visible interaction or there
are only electromagnetic gamma showers or hadronic showers), the event is classified as
NC. After measurement, the visible energy and the visible momentum are calculated using
the assumption that all charged hadrons are pions. Electrons and muons are identified as
explained above. All remaining electromagnetic showers are treated as gammas. A prong
multiplicity is associated with each event ; it is equal to the number of charged tracks plus
the number of electromagnetic showers.

Except for any non-standard process like nucléon decay or the interaction of a new
cosmic neutrino-like particle, the background in the sample is due to interactions of unseen
muons crossing the detector through only one vertical iron plate or to neutral hadrons or
to vn Ivp interactions outside the fiducial volume. We estimate the total background to be
less than 3%.



3. SIMULATION OF NEUTRINO EVENTS

3.1. Atmospheric neutrino fluxes

In order to understand the event sample, we have developed a Monte Carlo program
using the known or calculated properties of the atmospheric flux and the physics of neutrino
interactions in the energy range of interest (0.2 < Ev < 20. GeV). In this range, the flux
of neutrinos at the earth's surface is dominated by cosmic ray production of secondary
neutrinos in the upper atmosphere. Pions and kaons of both charges are produced in
cosmic ray showers and a fraction of them decays into muon neutrinos. Decay in flight
of muons adds electron and muon neutrinos in the same energy range . Thus we expect
about the same number of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos and twice as many muon neutrinos
as electron neutrinos. In previous studies [1,2,3,4] neutrino and anti-neutrino fluxes were
taken from reference [6] where the effect of muon polarization was neglected. In the present
analysis, we use a calculation of the neutrino fluxes including the polarization effects for a
mean solar activity [7]. This effect mainly increases the expected uejvt flux.

3.2. Neutrino interactions

The physics of neutrino interactions in the GeV range was studied extensively in the
seventies at Argonne, Brookhaven, CERN and Serpukhov with bubble chambers or with
electronic detectors [ ref. 4 and references therein ]. The dominant processes are known
to be quasi-elastic interactions, single pion and multi-pion production. Due to phase
space and weak interaction dynamics, the rate of single or associated strange particle
production is low hi the energy range of interest; consequently, it was neglected in the
simulation. Quasi-elastic processes and resonant pion production have been generated
as two body reactions with the hypothesis that the q2 distribution is dominated by the
nucléon form factor; we have used the dipole approximation with axial and vector masses
equal to 845 MeV/e2. The resonant final states are assumed to be dominated by A(1232)
and the hadronic invariant mass is taken as a Breit-Wigner function in the kinematical
limits of the reaction. Multi-pion and nonresonant pion production are considered as
deep inelastic processes in the framework of the precocious scaling analyzed at SLAC and
CERN. In all processes, nuclear effects are difficult to account for precisely. We have used
a nuclear cascade model [8] which was originally constructed for C13 in the Gargamelle
vjv experiment and has been extrapolated to the iron nucleus. The main nuclear effects
such as Fermi motion, Pauli principle and nuclear matter properties are included in the
model.

The simulation takes into account the geometry, the sampling and the other relevant
properties of the detector. Neutrino interactions are generated in the matter of the detector
using the energy spectrum and the relative rates of the simulated reactions. Electrons and



photons are propagated through the detector using a slightly modified EGS program.
Results from the program have been found in agreement with a calibration experiment
performed at DESY with a test detector [5]. Only ionization energy loss and multiple
scattering are taken into account for muons but e+ from fi+ decays are simulated. For
charged pions, we use a model of interactions on iron nuclei which has been constructed and
checked using the results from a prototype experiment at CERN and Bonn [5]. Neutrons
are not simulated; however, we have checked that , in the data, the fraction of events with
visible secondaries from neutrons is small, only 4%. Protons are propagated using a crude
proton-nucleus interaction model.

3.3. Study of efficiencies from simulation

We used a simulated sample of atmospheric neutrino interactions which corresponds
to a 32 kt.y sensitivity in the fiducial volume of the detector. 1366 events from a 10 kt.y
subsample satisfying the trigger requirements have been scanned and measured in the same
way as the real events. Using the simulated events, we have determined the trigger and
identification efficiencies of neutrino interactions.

The trigger efficiency for CC interactions is displayed in figure 1; it has a threshold
at 200 MeV and reaches about 80% at 1 GeV neutrino energy. On the average, the
trigger efficiency for CC atmospheric neutrino interactions is 67% above the threshold.
The uncertainty on the trigger efficiency has been estimated; it induces a systematic error
of about 10% on the number of CCe events and a negligible error on the CC/* sample.
Neutral current processes have a lower trigger efficiency. From a few percent for quasi-
elastic reactions it rises to 70% for multipion production. Its average value is 22% .

We have also investigated the recognition efficiency for electron and muon charged
current interactions. Using events from the 10 kt.y subsample analyzed as experimental
events, we have found an average recognition efficiency of 95% and 85% for muon and
electron neutrino events respectively. The identification and misidentification probabilities
between the three interaction types are shown below in a matrix form; the matrix element
Pij is the probability for an event generated as a type j event to be selected as in class i
where indices i and j run over the classes CC/z, CCe and NC.

i\j .95 .07 .34

.02 .85 .35

.03 .08 .31

No significant energy dependence of this matrix has been found.
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4. COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND SIMULATION

We select the neutrino events as explained in section 2 and find 188 events for a 1.56 kt.y
sensitivity. From the Monte Carlo program, we expect 212. events with a systematic error
of about 20%, including flux and simulation uncertainties. Changes in the solar activity
account for less than a 3% variation. The agreement is good, which means that the
absolute normalisation of the flux and the simulation of the detector response agree with
the observations. A detailed comparison according to the type and containment criteria is
presented in table 1. The single prong non-contained CC/* events have been removed from
data and Monte Carlo samples; this cut reduces the neutrino CCfi sample by 11%.

Since the absolute predictions have large systematic uncertainties, it seems worthwhile
to compare the CCe/CC/u ratio which is less sensitive to the overall systematic errors in
the flux calculation. This ratio only depends on the actual flavor composition of the flux
and on experimental efficiencies. In table 1, the experimental CCe/CCfi ratio is compared
to the value obtained from the Monte Carlo for all events and for events with visible energy
less than 0.8 GeV. The data agree well with the simulation and no evidence of a deficit of
CCfi interactions is found, even at low energy.

The visible energy distribution for all events is presented and compared to the Monte
Carlo expectation in figure 2. The predicted and observed distributions agree within
statistics. In figure 3, the CC samples are shown separately. The \2 test applied to these
distributions leads to 40% and 33% confidence levels for GGfi and CCe respectively.

In table 2, we compare the multiplicity distributions of prongs associated with the
neutrino vertex, for all events.

The distributions presented in table 2 are statistically compatible. The \2 t e s t leads
to a confidence level of 25%.

Finally, the angular distributions of the CCe and CCfi samples recorded in the Fréjus
detector are shown in figure 4, along with those predicted.

CONCLUSION

The properties of the neutrino interactions recorded in the Fréjus experiment, in
particular the visible energy, the CCe/CC^i ratio, the prong multiplicity and the angular
distribution, are in agreement with the expectations from atmospheric neutrinos. The
comparison has been done using our neutrino simulation program which takes into account
the known properties of neutrino interactions and a calculated flux which includes the muon
polarization effects. No discrepancy between Monte Carlo and data is observed in either
the muon or electron neutrino samples.



type

CC/x
CCe
NC

total

CCe/CC/i ratio
Evi. < 0.8 GeV

Data

all events

108
57
23
188

.53 ± .09

.52 ± .13

contained

66
56
20
142

.85 ± .16

Monte Carlo

all events

125.8
70.6
16.
212.4

.56 ± .06

.53 ± .08

contained

90.0
66.8
15.5
172.3

.74 ± .07

Table 1 : Neutrino event sample

The neutrino sample selected as explained in section 2 is classified into charged and neutral
current interactions. For both data and Monte Carlo, numbers correspond to a 1.56 kiloton-
year sensitivity. The ratios CCe/CCfi are given with statistical errors for the data and
estimated systematic errors for the simulation.

number of prongs

1
2
3
4
> 4

Data

70
55
26
13
24

Monte Carlo

70.3
75.2

28.6
16.5
21.7

Table 2 : Prong multiplicity distribution

A prong number, a» defined in section &, is associated with each neutrino primary vertex;
it characterizes the topology of the event as recorded in our apparatus
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Fig. 1 : Trigger efficiency as a function of the neutrino energy for charged current interactions:

the solid line is for CCfi and the dash line is for CCc.
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Visible energy distribution: the plot includes the total neutrino event sample. The
points with error bars are for the data and the histogram is the Monte Carlo pre-
diction for neutrino energy, Eu, between 0.2 and 20. GeV. Only seven interactions
are expected from neutrinos with Ev higher than 20. GeV. The last bin includes all
events above 3 GeV.
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3) Visible energy distributions : (a) CC ẑ and (b) CCe. The points with error bars are
for the data and the histogram is the Monte Carlo prediction. The last bin includes
the events above 3 GeV.
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4) Zenith angle distributions of the visible momentum : (a) CC/i and (b) CCc. The points
with error bars are for the data and the histogram is the Monte Carlo prediction. The
zero zenith angle corresponds to dowr'vard going neutrinos.


